
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely... 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... Do you love 

Yale? 155 Story Yale New Haven Medical School built on an 

Eiffel Tower Structure... 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... Do you love 

Yale? 155 Story Yale New Haven Medical School built on an 

Eiffel Tower Structure... 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... Do you love 

Yale? 155 Story Yale New Haven Medical School built on an 

Eiffel Tower Structure, state of the arts with Heavy Lift 

Helicopter Ambulance Fleet all staffed by Yale MD's. Assembly 

lines Invented for 15 Billion people who will need surgery 

etc. Wow, Do You Love Yale Now... Yes!! And Yale MD Women... 

grin!! 

Wang's suicide would have been prevented if she got a 2014 

Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort for being accepted to 

Yale... 

Mary Kennedys suicide would have been prevented if Robert 

Kennedy Jr. got a 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort, 

new one every year since he Married Mary!! 

1-29-2015 Luchang Wang ’17, the student herself had posted 

a suicide note on Facebook. In her message, she bid goodbye 

to her loved ones and to Yale. 

Thursday, January 29, 2015 11:07 AM
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to her loved ones and to Yale. 

1-29-2015 WHITE HOUSE GETS THREE 747-8'S, "One" 747-8 for 

Mary! As she is worth "Trillions in Inspiration" for Godsent Rx 

Cures + Inventions Greg gets, writes up here. The New Blue 

$100 dollar bill with a strip down it does not show Mary's 

true worth but gave us both a brainstorming active day in 

Paradise, Key West!! You Have To Fall In Love With Mary, a 

new Movie filmed in Key West's Paradise! 

Mary will get her first drivers license at 67 years old, so she 

can outdrive the billionaire kidnappers, grin!

Women Drivers in Saudi Arabia were run over again and 

again by Hillary!! Soul-searching; not by Hillary + Bill 

Clinton or Bill Gates over Saudia Arabia Women Drivers!! 

Sick! Stop and Save Her Life, Mary + Greg will... Hands On 

With Soberlink SL2 Smart Breathalyzer, will of course be built 

into the "Dash Cam". 

Why, Because our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators "Fire Bombed" 

Cop Cars + The Apple Mac Book Air Ride School Bus Kids 

Would Fall In Love With!!
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Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-up" "Kill Bill" 1 + 

2 was a great movie!! 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... God will spit 

on Michelle Obama... for not shaking hands with SWF SEX 

Slaves the New King had at her classified dinner party. 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... God will spit 

on Navy Seals who REFUSE to Rescue 100,000 SWF SEX Slaves 

in Saudia Arabia!! But watched them all be raped by 

Moslems in Saudia Arabia Classified YouTube Videos. 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... this in Hate 

Crimes against SWF sex slaves in Saudia Arabia!! 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 
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Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... Do you love 

Yale? Another major application due tomorrow is for a shot 

at joining the Yale Tour Guides, who collectively form the 

face of Yale for visitors. If you’re sweet enough to make ’em 

swoon, give it a shot. "Eve's" Gravity Engine Inspiration 

Invention at the Yale Club of New York City (which, 

incidentally, is located right across Vanderbilt Avenue from 

Grand Central). 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 Comments; Mary Kennedy hanged herself in the 

Kennedy Barn and Yale Staff Reporters, all of them at Yale 

refused to write 100 pages on Mary's suicide caused by Robert 

Kennedy Jr. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... God will spit 

on Michelle Obama... Michelle Obama beheaded in public 

100,000 SWF Sex Slaves from 1980 to 2015 in the New Kings 

$100 billion Dollar USA Built Palace. Actually observed 

longstanding diplomatic protocol by not covering her hair... 

God will spit on Michelle Obama 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... Modified 

Obama Wife she is not a SWF Sex Slave POW in Saudi Arabia 

Today... Praised for a Bold Stand She Didn’t Take Michelle 

Obama actually observed longstanding diplomatic protocol 

by not covering her hair during a visit with the new leader 

of Saudi Arabia this week. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 
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All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... "In 

Pakistan, Government Officials are the Moslem Militants Who 

Will Burn Paris to the Ground for Profit Mohammad 

Cartoons!" "In Pakistan, a Charity Project Points to Official 

Tolerance of Militants" By SABA IMTIAZ and DECLAN WALSH 

On Monday, Hafiz Muhammad Saeed, the founder of 

Lashkar-e-Taiba, the group that waged the deadly 2008 

Mumbai attacks, inaugurated an ambulance service run by 

the group’s charity wing, Jamaat-ud-Dawa, in Karachi. In 

Pakistan the USA paid $100 Billion for 2014 H-Bomb 

Production with no News from Saba + Walsh at the NY Times! 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 
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1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... Do you love 

Yale? Another major application due tomorrow is for a shot 

at joining the Yale Tour Guides, who collectively form the 

face of Yale for visitors. If you’re sweet enough to make ’em 

swoon, give it a shot. 

Wang's suicide would have been prevented if she got a 2014 

Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort for being accepted to 

Yale... 

1-29-2015 Luchang Wang ’17, the student herself had posted 

a suicide note on Facebook. In her message, she bid goodbye 

to her loved ones and to Yale. 

1-29-2015 Comments; Mary Kennedy hanged herself in the 

Kennedy Barn and Yale Staff Reporters, all of them at Yale 

refused to write 100 pages on Mary's suicide caused by Robert 

Kennedy Jr. 

Mary Kennedys suicide would have been prevented if Robert 

Kennedy Jr. got a 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort, 

new one every year since he Married Mary!! 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... Student 

death raises questions on withdrawal policies By Rachel 

Siegel and Vivian Wang Staff Reporter Thursday, January 

29, 2015 Hours before Yale College Dean Jonathan Holloway 

informed the campus community of the death of Luchang 

Wang ’17, the student herself had posted a suicide note on 

Facebook. In her message, she bid goodbye to her loved ones 

and to Yale. Wang's suicide would have been prevented if she 

got a 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort for being 

accepted to Yale... Greg Buell Key West Thursday, January 29, 

2015 

1-29-2015 Student death raises questions on withdrawal 

policies By Rachel Siegel and Vivian Wang Staff Reporter 

Thursday, January 29, 2015 

1-29-2015 Hours before Yale College Dean Jonathan 

Holloway informed the campus community of the death of 

Luchang Wang ’17, the student herself had posted a suicide 

note on Facebook. In her message, she bid goodbye to her 
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note on Facebook. In her message, she bid goodbye to her 

loved ones and to Yale. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 The end of Wang’s note — in which she discussed 

her fears about taking time off from Yale and not being 

allowed to return — casts new light on a campus debate 

about how the University handles cases of mental illness, 

withdrawal and readmission. While some students have 

criticized the University’s policies as cold and demanding, 

others have emphasized the complex confluence of factors 

that led to Tuesday’s tragedy. 

1-29-2015 In a Wednesday phone interview, Officer Daniel 

Hill of the California Highway Patrol confirmed that at 

approximately 10:29 a.m. on Tuesday, the CHP received calls 

regarding a “despondent female” who had crossed over the 

rail of the Golden Gate Bridge and jumped into the bay 

below. Hill said the California Coast Guard was called in to 

check the area but that a body has not been recovered. 

1-29-2015 “Our officers were able to locate a piece of 

property — a backpack — which contained identification 

that was matching [Wang], but we cannot confirm that the 

person that jumped was the same person because we don’t 

have the body,” Hill said. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 WITHDRAWAL, THEN UNCERTAINTY Students 

interviewed who had been close to Wang said she had 

mentioned suicide before. One of her friends, who asked to 

remain anonymous, said Wang was severely mentally ill 

and had struggled with issues of mental illness her whole 

life. Caroline Posner ’17 said Wang had openly addressed 

mental health before, including in their first conversation 

with one another. According to Posner, Wang initially 

started at Yale in the fall of 2012, but then withdrew, re-

enrolling in spring 2014 to finish her freshman year. In the 
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enrolling in spring 2014 to finish her freshman year. In the 

fall of 2013, Wang lived and worked in New Haven, Posner 

said. Wang’s friend added that Yale’s policies regarding 

withdrawal and readmission prevented Wang from seeking 

appropriate and necessary treatment. “She was routinely 

lying to her therapist,” the friend said. “It was very common 

for her to express suicidal ideations and then she 

immediately followed that up, explaining that if we reported 

her she would be kicked out of Yale and have no reason left 

not to kill herself.” 

1-29-2015 Under Yale’s current leave of absence and 

withdrawal policies, students may elect to take a leave of 

absence until the 10th day of a new semester. Students who 

take leaves of absence may return to campus easily, often 

simply by emailing their residential college dean. But after 

10 days, the process of leaving Yale becomes far more 

complicated. Students who wish to take time off must 

withdraw from the University, and they must apply for 

readmission before they are allowed to return. Although 

most students who apply for readmission are accepted, 

according to the University’s policies, readmission is not 

guaranteed. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

Applicants must fulfill certain requirements before applying 

for readmission; according to the requirements listed 

online, the readmissions committee expects them to have 

been “constructively occupied” during their time away from 

campus. Students who withdrew for medical reasons are 

often mandated to complete the equivalent of two term 

courses. In addition, students must demonstrate “the ability 

henceforth to remain in academic good standing.” 

Readmission is considerably more difficult for students who 

withdraw for a second time. Yale’s readmission policies, as 

specified in the Yale College Programs of Study handbook, 

state that it will only be allowed under “unusual 

circumstances, ordinarily of a medical nature.” Assistant 

Dean of Academic Affairs for Yale College Pamela George, 

who chairs the Committee on Readmission, said it is vital 

that Yale’s guidelines concerning withdrawal and 

readmission be clear and accessible. But she also said that 

the readmission policies have been in place for decades and 

are ready for reevaluation. “There is definitely room for 

immediate improvement,” she said in an email. 
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immediate improvement,” she said in an email. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

For Wang — who had already withdrawn from the University 

once during her freshman year — the uncertainty of being 

readmitted again appeared to play a role in her decision 

not to withdraw a second time, according to her Facebook 

note. “Dear Yale: I loved being here,” she wrote. “I only wish 

I could’ve had some time. I needed time to work things out 

and to wait for new medication to kick in, but I couldn’t do 

it in school, and I couldn’t bear the thought of having to 

leave for a full year, or of leaving and never being 

readmitted.” Chief of Yale Mental Health and Counseling 

Lorraine Siggins could not be reached for comment, nor 

could Director of Yale Health Paul Genecin. Students 

interviewed who have gone through the withdrawal process, 

but are not familiar with Wang’s situation, said Wang was 

not alone in having fears of being denied readmission. 

Rachel Williams ’17 said that while she did not personally 

know Wang, she could relate to the fear of not being 

readmitted following her own withdrawal in February of 

2013. Williams said that while those who knew her and were 

familiar with her treatment, such as psychiatrists and 

professors during her time off, sent letters of 

recommendation during the readmission process, the final 

decision was left almost entirely to George and Siggins, with 

whom Williams had only one 20-minute meeting before her 

return in the spring of 2014. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

Williams said that while she could not speak with absolute 

authority, she got the sense from speaking with others that 

students who withdraw from the University are not given 

very many more chances before they are permanently 

dismissed as students. A large part of this, Williams said, is 

due to a lack of transparency throughout the process. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 
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Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

“I have gotten the feeling, ‘I better not [mess] up again,’ so I 

can see why [Wang] would have been afraid,” Williams said. 

“I would be terrified.” 

1-29-2015 Wang’s concern that she would not have had 

enough time for new medications to take effect is also 

indicative of the unsympathetic nature of Yale’s policies, 

Posner said. “What Yale did was force her to choose between 

trying to juggle that huge burden while surviving at school 

with her symptoms not fully managed — a cruel, impossible 

demand — or leaving without certainty of ever being 

allowed back,” she said. “Yale, like our society, which is still 

grossly under-equipped for treating mental illness, shares 

culpability for her death.” 

1-29-2015 Another student who withdrew for medical 

reasons and was then readmitted said they had nearly been 

driven to suicide two years ago by the financial burden and 

anxiety imposed by Yale’s withdrawal policies.The student, 

who asked to remain anonymous, said that while they were 

not familiar with Wang’s story, the thought that Yale’s 

policies might have played a role was devastating. 

1-29-2015 “Make no mistake — the withdrawal and 

readmission policies are hostile to students with mental 

illness,” the student said. CONSIDERING CONTEXT However, 

other students who were close to Wang said that attributing 

her death to Yale’s mental health policies alone is a gross 

oversimplification. Tammy Pham ’15, a close friend of 

Wang’s who was among the first to respond to her Facebook 

post, said that while much attention has centered on the 

difficulties of readmission and Wang’s mention of 

withdrawal in her suicide note, she does not want people to 

ignore other factors that may have led to the tragedy. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 “I can’t speak for [Wang], but from our 

conversations, [difficulty with withdrawal] wasn’t the only 

reason,” Pham said. “I don’t want her story to become, ‘She 
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reason,” Pham said. “I don’t want her story to become, ‘She 

died because Yale failed her, and if Yale had had a better 

policy she wouldn’t have died. That’s the vibe I’ve been 

getting recently, which is very upsetting, because it shows a 

deep misunderstanding of depression.” Another friend of 

Wang’s, who wished to remain anonymous, said that those 

close to her felt she seemed fixated on the idea of suicide, 

despite having received medical treatment in the past, and 

that Wang “was very careful not to preclude [suicide] as a 

possibility for herself.” In evaluating the factors that led to 

Wang’s death, cultural perceptions of mental illness are just 

as important as Yale’s individual policies, Pham said. She 

added that while Yale’s policies certainly merit reform, 

stigmas around taking time off from Yale can be just as off-

putting as fear of being denied readmission. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

“[Fear of being denied readmission] played a big role in 

how she felt about taking time off,” Pham said. “But to take 

that a step further and imply that Yale singlehandedly 

caused this or could have prevented it is just untrue. There 

are so many deeper problems at play here, and it’s unfair to 

blame any one institution or person for this.” Concerns 

about campus stigmas surrounding withdrawal were also 

raised by other students. Williams said she could relate to 

Wang’s apparent thoughts that leaving Yale was too terrible 

of an option to consider. “Yale is a part of our lives — why do 

we get deluded into thinking that Yale is our whole life and 

that we can’t tolerate existing outside of it?” Williams said. 

“[Wang’s suicide] was a source of feeling like you don’t have 

choices and that she couldn’t pick the choice not to be here.” 

Holloway said that during his time as master of Calhoun 

College, students often fought hard against the idea of 

leaving Yale. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

Holloway said that while the residential college dean and 

master should always try to reassure students that taking 

time off is an acceptable option, they often meet the most 

resistance from students themselves. “That was always my 
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resistance from students themselves. “That was always my 

experience in Calhoun, that usually it’s the students who are 

desperate not to leave, for a whole range of reasons,” he 

said. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 Asian American Cultural Center Head 

Coordinators Hiral Doshi ’17 and Jessica Liang ’17 said the 

cultural house has pushed for more awareness surrounding 

the stigmatization of mental illness within the Asian-

American community. Doshi said that sometimes members of 

the community are discouraged from opening up to their 

own families or voicing personal issues to others, which 

makes a safe environment at Yale that much more 

important. 

1-29-2015 “We understand what our community is going 

through and we don’t have the resources to be able to 

address this issue properly,” Doshi said. “We don’t want to see 

anything happen like this ever again.” A memorial service 

for Wang will be held on Jan. 31 at 2 p.m. in Battell Chapel. 

Comments; 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited... 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 3 modified 747-8. Boeing is the "Novel" Soul 

Inventor until Boeing reads the "747-8 Liquid Hydrogen 

Fueled" Novel from the Hemingway House Writing Class using 
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Fueled" Novel from the Hemingway House Writing Class using 

Apple's newly out of R&D iApp for Heminging House Writing 

Class! As this 747-8 Novel will have 39 Steps silent engines + 

can fly into Orbit. 

1-29-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Highly Cited "Jet Fuel" 

causes Childhood Cancers + Birth Defects. The Air Force will 

let Boeing build the replacement for Air Force One without 

competition but allow bidding on specialized equipment for 

the new presidential aircraft, the service informed Congress. 

Not H @ -254 C which you can vividly see explode in the 

Challenger Pictures below. Air Force justifies keeping "Jet 

Fuel" instead of Newly Invented H @ -254 C 747 Clean + Free 

Jet Engine Fuels. Boeing as the sole source contractor to 

provide three modified 747-8. Boeing is the "Novel" Soul 

Inventor until Boeing reads the "747-8 Liquid Hydrogen 

Fueled" Novel from the Hemingway House Writing Class, yes 

NASA employees will put in their 2 cents worth and Earnest 1 

cent in cement. 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-29-2015 "One" 747-8 for Mary! As she is worth "Trillions in 

Inspiration" for Godsent Rx Cures + Inventions Greg gets, 

writes up here. The New Blue $100 dollar bill with a strip 

down it does not show Mary's true worth, as Mary will Inspire 

Inventions in Greg's Brain that will allow this Boeing 747-8 

to fly into Orbit bringing along some Cans of Liquid Oxygen 

@ -284 C so Mary is worth trillions for her inspiration and 

inventions on Gregs Web in this 1984 II Era of... "...is Paris 

Burning... by Pakistan Moslems? 747-8 Cartoons with 

Children breathing in the poison jet fuel will be censored on 

the Front page of the NY Times, we all know this!! 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-28-2015 Ultra-Emotional "Emphatically + Vicariously" 

experiencing the emotions displayed by Mary... 

1-28-2015 Ultra-Emotional ""Empathically + Vicariously" 
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1-28-2015 Ultra-Emotional ""Empathically + Vicariously" 

experiencing the emotions displayed by Mary... 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

1-28-2015 Ultra- Apple surges, iPhone's not done growing: 

Analyst + Inventor of the MacBook Air Ride School buses!! 

Challenger... Soul-searching; Highly Motivated... NY Times 

most emailed story is "52 Places to Visit" not "52 Nearest Stars 

+ their Aliens!! Why, Because our 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-up" you might get 
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Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-up" you might get 

the job Greg, Star Travel Super Shuttle Challenger Inventor, 

spin off from the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model not 

LEAKED by NASA for more Challengers, Why? 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat 

Super Shuttle Challenger Drivers of the MacBook Air Ride 

School Buses Nation Wide can take the MacBook Air Ride 

School Bus home for the neighborhood kids to "sit in" + "play 

in" little do they know they are being conditioned to Drive a 

Super Shuttle and build 777 Trillion of Challengers. 

Microsoft is Dead, Bill + Melinda Gates are Mass Murderers of 

Kids (And Challenges) who rode the Big Yellow School Bus 

with more STOP signs than anyone could imagine but our 

1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators with Syphilis and STD's. No 

Head On Collisions via Navy Fighter Jets Laser Guidance on 

Cars... lost for decades via Numb Nut Admirals. Apple surges, 

iPhone's not done growing: Analyst say the iPhone007 Spy 

with STD caller id will save "ALL" kids who ride the MacBook 

Air Ride School Buses from being given a STD by our 1984 II 

Dictators! "Bad Men" Mary never knew existed let alone that 

they are the Top Brass of the USA!! Apple surges, iPhone's not 

done growing: Analyst, Microsoft Windows 10 is DOA at the 

155 Story Yale Paris Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower 

Structure! Bill + Melinda face the firing squad... organ 

donors some kids dad is in need of because Bill + Melinda 

never ever promoted mandatory organ donation! Why? I 

will give a piece of my liver to Mary if she has beginning liver 

Cirrhosis! Do a Google Image Search and look at this scar. 

Scar on Mary's lip is from Bill Gates robbing gas stations, well 

getting a kick back and kick out of women being sucker 

punched. And he cheers a Drone Strike on a Moslem School 

Bus! Vicariously! Analyst, Apple said it sold 5.5 million Macs, 

a record for the December quarter. NASA Analyst said it 

needs to build 5.5 Billion MacBook Pro's with Intel Xeon 12 

Core CPU's in everyone to travel 4.3 Light Years as God + Stars 

are to far for Todays Top Brass's IQ iApps + iInvents! 

All 3 of our Names; Greg, Mary, Dr. Nancy on a Nobel in 

Medicine for the "Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4 BC!" 

Greg + Mary Win WW III against Pakistan Moslems before 

they march into Paris and "Burn it to the Ground" 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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